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Welcome to the Basic Education Teacher Survey Response Webinar #1
This event is one of a series of 4 events held in July 2020 as part of the #EmergingEnglish series
of events and mini-conferences, in partnership with IATEFL and NAFLE, based on the findings of the
British Council China online teacher survey distributed to Chinese English teachers in late-April 2020. It
is aimed at supporting the immediate needs of teachers who still currently teach online, or may do so
in the future, whilst also supporting a return to classroom teaching and the integration of English
teaching practices that are emerging from the experience of teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic.
This webinar series will:
•

Share expertise in key areas identified by teachers through the China teacher online survey;

•

Promote sharing of experience and insight, both locally and internationally, that can benefit teachers across the
country in areas of English language teaching or other subjects;

•

Offer suggestions on available UK and British Council resources in related areas to support teachers in their
preparation and planning
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Today’s webinar uses Zoom Webinar. There are functionality differences between this and Zoom meeting.
This webinar is being recorded

-

Unfortunately, you cannot:

But, you can:

- Turn on your audio
- Turn on your video

- See and hear all presentations
- Submit questions for consideration in the Q and A
(Please use @ + speaker's name with your question)
- Use the chat function to share your ideas (Please do!)

Presentations will be approximately 15 minutes.
After each presentation – questions from the Q and A will be presented to our speakers.
We will answer as many questions as possible in the time we have (orally or written in the Q and A box)
Webinar recordings, PPTs and certificate information will be made available after the webinar.
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Dr. Celia Antoniou has worked as a Lecturer in Applied
Linguistics and TESOL at the University of Portsmouth, UK and
is a Senior Teaching Fellow at IOE, UCL in London. She is also
an Assistant Professor and Programme leader for the BA in ESL
at UWS. She holds an M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics from Trinity
College Dublin, Ireland and a PhD in Applied Linguistics from
the University of Essex, UK. Her main research interests lie in
the areas of technology-enhanced learning, socio-cultural
theory, teacher education and English for academic purposes.
In the past, she taught various forms of English as a Foreign
Language in a variety of contexts in Greece, Ireland and the UK.
She convenes linguistics and teacher training modules at both
undergraduate and postgraduate levels along with a number of
distance learning units that are offered to trainee teachers. She
is involved in the Technology-Enhanced Learning SIG of
BALEAP and the ReSIG of IATEFL as a committee member. 4

Wang Jue, vice-president of the Primary School Branch of the
Shanghai Foreign Language Teaching council and has 31 years
of experience in English teaching and teacher training. She
always adheres to the goal of human development when
designing teacher training courses and is adept at utilizing
online and offline integrated training methods to ensure variety
in the training process and the effectiveness of training results.
She has served as a member of the 2nd and 3rd expert groups
of the Shanghai Famous Primary English Teacher Base in
charge of the planning and implementation of the Shanghai
Primary School English Teacher Training Program. She has also
previously acted as a judge and commentator for the 7th, 8th
and 9th National Primary School English Teaching Contests and
is a member of the National Primary and Secondary English
Teacher Training Outline Revision Group.
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Huang Yongheng is the Deputy Director of the Teaching and
Research Office for the Chancheng Education Bureau. She holds a
master's degree in English education from Leeds University, and
boasts eight-years of teaching experience with 15-years of research
experience in primary school English. She was named a teaching
expert in the first national competition for English teachers of
primary and secondary schools.
Ms. Huang is currently one of the chief teachers in Chancheng,
Foshan. She has greatly contributed to primary school English
teaching in areas of reading, unit-design and micro-courses. When
online courses were mandatory during the recent pandemic, Ms.
Huang also created the new concept of “microlearning.”
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Vanessa Dong (Dong Liying) is the Project Manager for
the British Council English Services. She has worked
within the English learning market for more than 10
years, focusing on engaging learners, teachers, parents
and professionals through the British Council's global
English learning products to help them gain confidence
and success in their learning and career pursuits.
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Time

Topic

Language

16:0016:05

Welcome & Introduction

English

Danny
Whitehead

16:0516:20

10 Tips for Developing Engaging
Online Pedagogic Tasks

English

Dr. Celia
Antoniou

English

Q & A for Dr.
Celia
Antoniou

Chinese

Wang Jue

English /
Chinese

Q&A
for Wang Jue

English

Huang
Yongheng

Chinese

Q&A
for Huang
Yongheng

Chinese

Vanessa
Dong

16:2016:30
16:3016:45

Finding Tasks in your Teaching
Materials

16:4516:55
16:5517:10

Microlearning Comes with Big
Help

17:1017:20
17:2017:30

English Products to Support SelfAccess and Blended Learning for
Teachers and Learners in China
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Chancheng Education Bureau

British Council, China
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The remaining 3 BE webinars in the series are on:

July 16th

July 28th

Scan to register on Zoom

July 30th
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Thank you very much for joining us for the Basic Education Teacher Survey Response
Webinar #1.
You will be able to:
• Download the e-certificate and speakers' PowerPoints after today's event.
• Review the Q & A report and check out the webinar recording within the next 7 days.
These can all be found on our British Council China website:
https://www.britishcouncil.cn/ccu/teacher/webinarJuly
We also kindly ask you to complete our online survey after today's event. This will be sent
to your email address by Zoom!
Thank you to our speakers today!
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